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trained on synthetically generated
crystals can extract structural information from
ICSD powder X-ray diffractograms†

Henrik Schopmans, ab Patrick Reiser ab and Pascal Friederich *ab

Machine learning techniques have successfully been used to extract structural information such as the

crystal space group from powder X-ray diffractograms. However, training directly on simulated

diffractograms from databases such as the ICSD is challenging due to its limited size, class-

inhomogeneity, and bias toward certain structure types. We propose an alternative approach of

generating synthetic crystals with random coordinates by using the symmetry operations of each space

group. Based on this approach, we demonstrate online training of deep ResNet-like models on up to

a few million unique on-the-fly generated synthetic diffractograms per hour. For our chosen task of

space group classification, we achieved a test accuracy of 79.9% on unseen ICSD structure types from

most space groups. This surpasses the 56.1% accuracy of the current state-of-the-art approach of

training on ICSD crystals directly. Our results demonstrate that synthetically generated crystals can be

used to extract structural information from ICSD powder diffractograms, which makes it possible to

apply very large state-of-the-art machine learning models in the area of powder X-ray diffraction. We

further show first steps toward applying our methodology to experimental data, where automated XRD

data analysis is crucial, especially in high-throughput settings. While we focused on the prediction of the

space group, our approach has the potential to be extended to related tasks in the future.
1 Introduction

Machine learning techniques have emerged as a powerful tool
in the toolkit of materials scientists. While they are oen used
to make predictions on the properties of materials or nd new
materials with certain properties, an increasingly interesting
domain is the automated analysis of raw experimental
measurements guided by machine learning.1

With the advent of high-throughput experiments, the
amount of gathered data is vast and the analysis oen becomes
a bottleneck in the processing pipeline.2 Powder X-ray diffrac-
tion (XRD) is an important measurement technique used to
obtain structural information from polycrystalline samples.3

The diffractograms are an information-dense ngerprint of the
structure of the material. However, analyzing these diffracto-
grams is not an easy task.4 Full structure solutions and Rietveld
renement take time and require expert knowledge, both about
the analysis technique and the materials class at hand. This is
not feasible in high-throughput experiments on a larger scale.
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Therefore, the question arises whether it is possible to auto-
matically analyze powder diffractograms with machine learning
models trained on large amounts of data, making it possible to
run inference almost instantaneously.

During the last few years, there have been several studies
tackling this objective by applying machine learning models to
various tasks concerning the analysis of powder diffractograms
such as phase classication,5–9 phase fraction determination,10

space group classication,11–16 machine-learning-guided Riet-
veld renement,17,18 extraction of lattice parameters16,19–21 and
crystallite sizes,16,19 and also novelty detection based on unsu-
pervised techniques.22 Since an abundant source of experi-
mental diffractograms is hard to come by, most applications
train their models on simulated diffractograms from the Inor-
ganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD),23 which contains
a total of 272 260 structures (October 2022).

Lee et al. used a deep convolutional neural network (CNN)
trained on a large dataset of multiphase compositions from the
quaternary Sr–Li–Al–O pool to classify present phases in the
diffractogram.5 In a follow-up study, they further showed good
results for phase fraction inference in the quaternary Li–La–Zr–
O pool.10 Schuetzke et al. performed phase classication on iron
ores and cement compounds and used data augmentation with
respect to lattice parameters, crystallite sizes, and preferred
orientation.7 They showed that especially the lattice parameter
variations enhance the classication accuracy signicantly.
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Instead of the analysis of phase composition, Dong et al.
performed regression of scale factors, lattice parameters, and
crystallite sizes in a ve-phase catalytic materials system.19 In
contrast to supervised tasks, Banko et al. used a variational
autoencoder to visualize variations in space group, preferred
orientation, crystallite size, and peak shis.22 Park et al. used
a deep CNN to classify space groups of single-phase diffracto-
grams, reaching a test accuracy of 81.14% on simulated dif-
fractograms.11 However, as we will show later in this paper, this
accuracy is highly overestimated and drops to 56.1% when test
splits are designed in a way to reduce data leakage in non-IID
datasets such as the ICSD. Vecsei et al. developed a similar
approach and applied their classier to experimental dif-
fractograms from the RRUFF mineral database,14,24 reaching an
experimental test accuracy of 54%.

While the ICSD contains a large number of structures
spanning many different classes of materials, it still falls short
in size, distribution, and generality compared to the datasets
used to train very large state-of-the-art models of other elds
such as computer vision. Furthermore, the ICSD database is
highly imbalanced with respect to space groups, as can be seen
in the histogram in Fig. 1. This makes the classication of space
groups more difficult, as shown and discussed by Zaloga et al.13

The ICSD also contains a limited number of different structure
types that may not adequately represent the crystal structures
analyzed in future experiments.

To overcome these shortcomings, we propose to train
machine learning models on diffractograms simulated from
synthetic crystal structures randomly generated based on the
symmetry operations of the space groups. This makes it
possible to train on structures with new structure types not
present in the ICSD. We used the crystals from the ICSD only to
Fig. 1 Distribution (logarithmic scale in blue, linear scale in red) of
space groups in the ICSD. Space groups are sorted by count (see
Fig. S13 in the ESI† for the distribution without sorting by count). The
population of the space groups varies by multiple orders of magnitude,
showing that the ICSD is a highly imbalanced dataset regarding space
groups. The space groups excluded due to insufficient statistics are
visualized with black stripes. The histogram displays the distribution of
the full ICSD, while the exclusion of space groups that do not contain
enough samples is based on the statistics dataset (which does not
include the test dataset, see Section 2.4) that we used to guide the
random crystal generation. Therefore, the excluded space groups are
not exactly the first 85 counted from the left.

Digital Discovery
determine vague statistics guiding the random generation and
for calculating the test accuracy. Our approach goes one step
further than classical data augmentation by fully detaching
itself from the individual entries in the ICSD database. The
generated synthetic crystals form a training dataset that
includes stable ICSD crystal structures, unstable crystal struc-
tures, but also stable structures that are not yet present in the
ICSD. By training a model on the full dataset, we can also expect
improvements on the unknown stable crystal structures.
Furthermore, we propose viewing the problem as a mathemat-
ical task of getting back some of the real-space information
leading to given powder X-ray diffractograms. Therefore, even
the unstable structures included in our generated dataset will
help to learn to classify the stable structures.

Here, we applied this approach to the classication of the
crystal symmetry, namely the space group. The space group is
usually one of the rst structural pieces of information needed
aer synthesizing a new material. This task is well-suited to
showcase the strengths of using a synthetic dataset and to
benchmark it. We further show the results of using our
methodology to infer space group labels of an experimental
dataset.

We embedded our synthetic generation algorithm in
a framework with distributed computing capabilities to
generate and simulate diffractograms on multiple nodes in
parallel using the Python library Ray.25 In contrast to the tradi-
tional approach of generating a simulated dataset before
training, we used this distributed computing architecture to
build an innite stream of synthetically generated and simu-
lated diffractograms to perform batch-wise online learning.
This increases the generalization performance, eliminates the
problem of overtting, and allows very large models to be
trained.

2 Methods
2.1 Generating synthetic crystals

To generate synthetic crystals, we randomly place atoms on the
Wyckoff positions of a given space group following the Wyckoff
occupation probabilities extracted from the ICSD and then
apply the respective symmetry operations. The algorithm is
explained in the following (see also Fig. 2a for a ow diagram of
the algorithm). We only explain the most important steps,
details can be found in Section S1 of the ESI.†

1. Sampling of a space group from the space group distri-
bution of the ICSD.

2. Sample unique elements of the crystal and their number of
repetitions in the asymmetric unit.

3. Place atoms onto the Wyckoff positions and draw uniform
coordinates for each.

4. Draw lattice parameters from a kernel density estimate
based on the ICSD.

5. Apply space group symmetry operations.
Parts of this algorithm were inspired by the generation

algorithm of the Python library PyXtal.26 We only keep generated
crystals for training if the conventional unit cell volume is below
7000 Å3 and if there are less than 100 atoms in the asymmetric
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 2 (a) Flowchart of how the generation algorithm produces synthetic crystals. Atoms are independently placed on the Wyckoff positions and
random coordinates are drawn. (b) Overview of the distributed computing system implemented using the Python library Ray.25 Two compute
nodes (that generate and simulate diffractograms) are connected to the Ray head node using a Ray queue object.
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unit. We did not employ any form of distance checks on the
coordinates, as we found this to have no meaningful impact on
space group classication accuracy. We only prevented the
algorithm from placing more than one atom onto a Wyckoff
position that does not have a degree of freedom.We also did not
use partial occupancies. We chose this algorithm for its
simplicity and its capability to reproduce many important
characteristics of ICSD crystals adequately (see Section 3.1).

For some space groups, there are not enough crystals in the
ICSD to form a representative kernel density estimate for the
volume or to calculate suitable occupation probabilities for
individual Wyckoff positions. Therefore, we chose to only
perform the classication on space groups with 50 or more
crystals available in the statistics dataset we used to extract the
probabilities (see Section 2.4), resulting in the exclusion of 85
space groups (see Fig. 1). A classier trained directly on ICSD
data of all space groups will likely not be able to properly
identify these space groups containing very few samples.

If a similar performance for all space groups is desired,
a uniform distribution of space groups in the training dataset is
needed. This is trivially possible with our synthetic approach, in
contrast to training directly on the ICSD, where weighting, over-,
or undersampling methods are needed.27 To allow a direct and
fair comparison between our approach and the original
approach of training directly on ICSD entries, we still followed
the same distribution of space groups of the ICSD in our
synthetic training dataset. This eliminates the problem that the
effective number of total space groups is smaller when training
on a highly imbalanced dataset, making it easier to reach high
accuracies.

Our choice of not sampling the space groups uniformly and
using general statistics extracted from the ICSD to guide the
crystal generation algorithm further builds upon the hypothesis
that future crystals will roughly follow the more general statis-
tics already present in the ICSD. With the chosen crystal
generation algorithm we tried to nd a middle ground between
being much more general than using the ICSD crystals directly
and not being too general such that it is very hard to extract
structural information at all.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
2.2 Simulating diffractograms

To simulate powder X-ray diffractograms based on the gener-
ated crystals, we used the implementation found in the Python
library Pymatgen.28 We optimized the simulation code using the
LLVM just-in-time compiler Numba.29 This increases the
performance of the main loop over the reciprocal lattice vectors
of the crystal signicantly and makes the continuous simula-
tion while training (discussed in the next section) possible.

We used the wavelength 1.5406 Å (Cu Ka1 line) to simulate all
diffractograms. The obtained peaks were further broadened
with a Gaussian peak prole to form the full diffractogram. To
obtain the peak widths, we used the Scherrer equation30

b ¼ Kl

L cos q
; (1)

where b is the line broadening at half maximum intensity (on
the 2q-scale), K is a shape factor, l is the wavelength, and L is the
(average) thickness of crystallites. We drew crystallite sizes from
the range [20, 100] nm and used K = 0.9.

Diffractograms were generated in the range 2q ˛ [5, 90]° with
step size 0.01°. Aer generating each diffractogram, it was
rescaled to t in the intensity range [0, 1]. In Fig. S9 of the ESI†
we show an exemplary diffractogram simulated from the ICSD,
Fig. S10† shows an exemplary diffractogram simulated from
a synthetic crystal.
2.3 Continuous generation of training data

Typically, machine learning models are trained with a xed
dataset predened at the beginning of training. Sometimes,
data augmentation is applied to further increase the effective
size of this dataset. In contrast to that, we generated our dataset
on-the-y, parallel to model training. The main advantage of
using this approach compared to a xed-size dataset is the
eliminated possibility to overt to individual diffractograms
since every diffractogram is only used once. Furthermore, not
having to pre-simulate a dataset before training makes this
approach more exible when changing simulation parameters.

We used a distributed architecture on multiple nodes using
the Python framework Ray,25 which enabled the training on 1–2
Digital Discovery
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GPUs and simultaneous generation of training data on more
than 200 CPU cores (see Fig. 2b and ESI Section S2.2†).
Depending on the model size and corresponding training
speed, this setup allows training with up to millions of unique
diffractograms per hour.
2.4 Dataset split

The ICSD database contains many structures that are very
similar with slightly different lattice parameters and coordi-
nates. For example, there are 25 entries for NaCl (October 2022).
Furthermore, there are 3898 entries that have the same struc-
ture type as NaCl and thus also similar powder diffractograms.
If some of them appear in the training dataset and some in the
test dataset, the classication will be simplied to recognizing
the structure type or structure. In that case, the test set accuracy
will not represent the true generalization performance of the
neural network. To quantify the true generalization perfor-
mance, we split the dataset in such a way that the same struc-
ture type appears either only in the training or in the test
dataset. We used the structure type denitions provided by the
ICSD. The obtained accuracy on the test dataset reects the
accuracy of our network when being used on a novel sample
with a structure type not yet present in the ICSD database.

We want to emphasize that the used test split is very
important for the task of space group classication and not
a trivial choice. The ICSD contains many subtypes of structure
types (for example, subtypes of perovskites), which we regarded
as separate structure types in our split. Considering the
subtypes as the same structure type may also be a viable option
when performing the split. A combination of a split based on
structure type and sum formula or similar approaches are also
possible.

Depending on the experimental setting, it further might
make more sense in some cases to not do a structure type-based
split. If the likelihood of nding structures similar to already-
discovered structure types in the planned experiment is high,
training should denitely include those structure types to
evaluate the performance of the model. However, in a pure
discovery setting, new structure types can appear. To evaluate
the expected model performance in this scenario and thus
quantify the true generalization error to unseen data, we chose
the most strict structure type-based split.

We divided the ICSD (database version 2021, June 15) in
a 70 : 30 split. For our synthetic crystal approach, the 70% part
(which we call statistics or training dataset) was only used to
create the kernel density estimates and to calculate the Wyckoff
occupation probabilities needed for the generation algorithm.
Since we can judge the performance of the synthetic generation
algorithm by comparing the training accuracy (on synthetic
crystals) with the accuracy tested on diffractograms simulated
directly from the statistics dataset, an additional validation
dataset was not needed. For comparison with the original
approach of directly training on ICSD crystals,11 we simulated
crystals directly from the statistics dataset and trained on them.

Analogous to the synthetic generation, we only used crystals
with a conventional unit cell volume below 7000 Å3 and with
Digital Discovery
less than 100 atoms in the asymmetric unit for the statistics and
test dataset. This covers z94% of the ICSD crystals.
2.5 Models and computational experiments

2.5.1 Models. We will briey introduce the models we used
for the classication of space groups. A more detailed descrip-
tion can be found in the ESI Section S2.1.†

As a baseline, we rst used the CNN models introduced by
Park et al.11 They used three models, one for the classication of
crystal systems (“parkCNN small”), one for extinction groups
(“parkCNN medium”), and one for space groups (“parkCNN
big”). All models have three convolution layers with two hidden
fully connected layers and one output layer. The three models
differ in the number of neurons in the hidden fully connected
layers, increasing the number of model parameters with the
number of target labels. Here, we only used the models
“parkCNN medium” and “parkCNN big” and applied both to
the classication of space groups. When using ICSD crystals to
train the “parkCNN” models, dropout was used, while the
training of the “parkCNN” models on synthetic crystals did not
use dropout.

Since the approach of using an innite stream of generated
training data eliminates the problem of overtting, we further
used deeper models with a higher number of model parame-
ters. For this, we used the deep convolutional neural networks
ResNet-10, ResNet-50, and ResNet-101, which were introduced
by He et al.31 in 2015.

Details of the machine learning setup can be found in the
ESI Section 2.2.† Overall, our setup allowed us the training of
models over up to 2000 epochs with more than 100 000 unique,
newly generated crystals and corresponding diffractograms in
each epoch (see the upper x-axis of Fig. 5).

2.5.2 Computational experiments. We performed two sets
of experiments to evaluate our new dataset split as well as our
synthetic crystal generation approach and compare it to state-
of-the-art models in literature: Firstly, we trained and tested
models on ICSD crystals only, and secondly, we trained on
synthetic crystals and tested on ICSD crystals.

In particular, we rst performed an experiment with the
“parkCNN medium” model trained directly on the diffracto-
grams simulated from the ICSD statistics dataset with a fully
random train–test split (similar to ref. 11), instead of splitting
by the structure type of the crystals. This experiment makes
a comparison of the two different methods of train–test split
possible. We then trained the “parkCNN big” model using the
structure type-based split, again directly on ICSD diffracto-
grams. We further repeated the same experiment using the
smaller model “parkCNN medium” to resolve potential over-
tting to the ICSD diffractograms.

For the experiments performed on our continuously gener-
ated dataset based on synthetic crystals, we used the structure
type-based split. As discussed in Section 2.4, the training/
statistics dataset was only used to extract more general statis-
tics, such as the element distribution. First, we trained the
“parkCNN big” model. For each batch, we generated 435
random crystals and simulated two diffractograms with
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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different crystallite sizes for each of them. This resulted in the
batch size of 870. Since our synthetic crystal generation algo-
rithm yields an innite stream of unique diffractograms to train
on, using much larger models than for the xed ICSD dataset is
possible without overtting. We performed experiments for the
ResNet-10, ResNet-50, and ResNet-101 models. Instead of
generating two diffractograms with different uniformly
sampled crystallite sizes for each generated crystal (as we did for
the “parkCNN big” model), we now created only one diffracto-
gram for each of the 145 crystals generated for one batch. This is
due to the slower training of the ResNet models, which means
that reusing the same diffractogram with different crystallite
sizes is not necessary to generate training data fast enough.

To obtain the highest-possible ICSD test accuracy, we further
applied the square root function as a preprocessing step to the
input diffractograms of the network when using the ResNet
models. This was suggested by Zaloga et al.13 and in their case
improved classication accuracy by approximately 2 percentage
points. Some initial tests suggested that this approach also
yields a higher accuracy in our case, so we used this pre-
processing step to train the ResNet models.

While we focused mainly on the methodology of using
synthetic crystals to extract structural information from powder
diffractograms, we also show some initial steps toward applying
our methods to experimental data. We used the publicly avail-
able RRUFF mineral database24 which provides experimental
measurements, including powder diffractograms (see Fig. S11
in the ESI† for an exemplary diffractogram from the RRUFF). In
order to imitate experimental diffractograms, we added
Gaussian additive and multiplicative noise (similar to ref. 8 and
14) and a background function based on samples from
a Gaussian process to our simulated diffractograms. Further-
more, we added a small amount of an impurity phase to each
diffractogram. Details about the experimental data generation
Fig. 3 (a) Some randomly chosen and thus representative examples o
examples of synthetically generated crystals. While coordination and d
symmetries are reproduced correctly.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
protocol can be found in the ESI Section S4, Fig. S12† shows an
exemplary synthetic diffractogram with noise, background and
an impurity phase. Using the ResNet-50 model, we performed
two experiments for experimental data, one with the mentioned
impurity phase, and one without.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Synthetic distribution

We rst present an analysis of the generated synthetic crystals.
Fig. 3 shows some randomly chosen and thus representative
examples of ICSD and synthetic crystal structures side-by-side.
Visually, the crystals appear very similar. However, no physical
or chemical considerations regarding stability, clashing atoms,
and element combinations are taken into account in the
generation of synthetic crystals. As discussed earlier, our goal is
to demonstrate that this is not problematic when using these
crystals for the extraction of structural information from
powder diffractograms. In contrast, we expect the synthetic
crystals to be a better basis for generalization to fundamentally
new crystal structures than existing nite databases.

To compare the distribution of ICSD crystals with the
synthetic distribution, we evaluated structural descriptors, i.e.
density factors, crystallite sizes, unit cell volumes, and numbers
of atoms in the asymmetric unit, and compare their histograms
in Fig. 4. One can see that the overall distributions of the
synthetic and ICSD crystals are very similar for all four
descriptors. This shows that our chosen generation algorithm
reproduces crystals that are similar to ICSD crystals in terms of
these more general descriptors.

3.2 Classication results

The main results of our experiments (see Section 2.5) to classify
the space group of powder diffractograms can be found in Table
f ICSD crystals. (b) Some randomly chosen and thus representative
istances are not chemically correct for the synthetic crystals, crystal

Digital Discovery
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Fig. 4 Histograms comparing the distributions of descriptors of the synthetically generated crystals with the ICSD distribution in the test dataset.

(a) Density factor
Vunit cell

P
i
4=3p

�ri;cov þ ri;vdW
2

�3 ¼
Vunit cell

Vatomic
, (b) crystallite sizes, (c) unit cell volume (conventional cell settings), (d) number of atoms in

the asymmetric unit. The probability density of the ICSD is visualized by a stacked bar histogram, where the green portion of the bar was correctly
classified and the red portion was incorrectly classified. The probability density of the synthetic crystals is visualized by the dark blue line. The
portion between the dark blue line and the light blue line was correctly classified, the portion below the light blue line was incorrectly classified.
The reported classification performance is based on the ResNet-101 model trained on diffractograms from synthetic crystals.
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1. In ESI Table S2,† we further provide the training time and total
number of unique diffractograms for each computational exper-
iment. The goal of our experiments is to systematically analyse
and quantify the changes in classication accuracy introduced by
our twomain contributions: Amore challenging dataset split, and
training on continuously generated synthetic data.

We started by repeating previously reported experiments11

trained directly using ICSD crystals with a random train–test
Table 1 Results of training on diffractograms simulated from ICSD crys
when training on diffractograms from synthetic crystals. Test accuracy in
The training accuracies are averaged over the last 10 epochs of the resp
training data. Training longer would have further increased the training a

Split Training dataset Testing dataset Model

Random ICSD ICSD parkCNN m
Structure type ICSD ICSD parkCNN bi

parkCNN m
Structure typea Synthetic ICSD parkCNN bi

ResNet-10
ResNet-50
ResNet-101

a Here, the split type refers to the statistics and the test dataset, rather th

Digital Discovery
split instead of the split based on structure types. This model
achieved a very high test accuracy of 83.2%. We note that the
previous publication that we compare our results to ref. 11
removed data from the training dataset, “[.] heavily duplicated
data [.]”,11 but did not specify the exact criterions used. In
contrast, we did not exclude any duplicates in this experiment
based on a random train–test split. Furthermore, as discussed
in Section 2.1, we excluded crystals with a very high unit cell
tals (random splits as well as structure type-based splits) compared to
all cases refers to the accuracy when testing on the ICSD test dataset.
ective run. Experiments trained directly on ICSD data overfitted to the
ccuracy, while not increasing the test accuracy

Number of parameters Training acc./% Test acc./%

edium 4 246 797 88.4 83.2
g 4 959 585 87.2 56.1
edium 4 246 797 90.9 55.9
g 4 959 585 74.2 57.7

9 395 025 87.2 73.4
41 362 385 91.8 79.3
60 354 513 92.2 79.9

an the training and the test dataset.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 5 Test accuracy (ICSD), training accuracy (synthetic crystals), and
test top-5 accuracy (ICSD) as a function of epochs (bottom axis). Since
each additional epoch contains newly generated unique diffracto-
grams, we further show the accuracies as a function of the total
number of unique synthetic diffractograms (top axis). We show all
three metrics for the models ResNet-101, ResNet-50, and ResNet-10.
To better show the scaling behavior, both axes use logarithmic scaling.
Fig. S6† shows the same plot but without logarithmic scaling. To better
see the exponential behaviour, see Fig. S5 in the ESI.†
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volume and a very high number of atoms in the asymmetric
unit. This is likely the reason for the slightly higher classica-
tion accuracy that we observed, compared to the originally re-
ported 81.1%.

When splitting randomly, the model merely needs to
recognize structures or structure types and assign the correct
space group. This task is much easier than actually extracting
the space group using more general patterns. When going from
random splits to structure type-based splits (see Section 2.4), it
becomes obvious that both the “parkCNN big” as well as the
“parkCNNmedium”models overt the training data and do not
generalize well to unseen structure types in the test set (see
Table 1). The “parkCNN medium” model, which achieved
83.2% on a random split, now only yields 55.9% with the
structure type-based split.

Training the models by Park et al., in particular the
“parkCNN big” model, on synthetic crystals leads to a 1.6
percentage points higher test accuracy than the “parkCNN big”
model trained on ICSD diffractograms. At the same time, the
training accuracy drops from the 87.2% when we trained the
model directly on the ICSD to 74.2% on the synthetic distribu-
tion indicating that the model is now limited more by missing
capacity rather than by overtting, which is why we explored
larger models, which will be discussed later. The gap between
training and test accuracy is 31.1 percentage points when
training on ICSD data, while for training using synthetic crys-
tals, the gap is only 16.5 percentage points. We note that this
gap between training using synthetic crystals and testing using
ICSD crystals cannot stem from overtting, since no diffracto-
grams are repeated for the synthetic training. The difference
rather stems from the differences between the synthetic distri-
bution and the ICSD distribution of crystals.

While the “parkCNN big”model trained on synthetic crystals
outperforms the approach of training directly on ICSD crystals
by only 1.6 percentage points, the advantage of training on an
innite stream of synthetic data increases when using models
with more parameters and thus higher capacity. In contrast to
training directly on a nite set of ICSD crystals, it is possible to
train very large models using the innite synthetic data stream
without the potential of overtting. As found in the last lines of
Table 1, ResNet-10, ResNet-50, and ResNet-101 based models
achieve ICSD test accuracies of 73.4%, 79.3%, and 79.9%. This
is a signicant increase from the 57.7% achieved by the
“parkCNN big”model. Fig. S4 in the ESI† further shows the top-
k accuracy over k for the ResNet-101 model. With increasing k
the accuracy exceeds 95% at k = 5. This means that our model
can not only determine the correct space group with a high
probability but can also generate an almost complete list of
possible space group candidates.

Fig. 5 shows the ICSD test accuracy, the training accuracy (on
synthetic data), and the ICSD top-5 test accuracy for all three
ResNet variants as a function of epochs trained. For all three
metrics, the difference between ResNet-50 and ResNet-101 is
comparably small, while the step from ResNet-10 to ResNet-50
is substantial (5.9 percentage points in ICSD test accuracy, see
Table 1). This shows that going beyond the model size of the
ResNet-101 will likely not yield a big improvement in accuracy.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
In contrast to the 79.9% accuracy reached in the top-1 ICSD test
accuracy, the top-5 ICSD test accuracy of the ResNet-101 model
reaches 96%. However, for all three ResNet variants, a gap
between training using synthetic crystals and testing using the
ICSD remains (12.3 percentage points for ResNet-101). As also
shown in Fig. S5 in the ESI,† the accuracy convergence can be
approximately described by a power law, indicating that expo-
nentially more training time will substantially reduce classi-
cation errors and thus potentially lead to top-1 accuracies of
90% and above, at the cost of a 100-fold increase in training
times. Considering the current training times provided in Table
S2 of the ESI,† this is currently infeasible or only possible with
tremendous hardware resources.

The histograms in Fig. 4 show, next to the overall distribu-
tion, also the fraction of diffractograms classied wrongly for
testing on the ICSD (red bar) and on the synthetic data (below
the light blue line) for the ResNet-101 model. First, one can see
that throughout almost all regions of the distributions, the
accuracy on the synthetic data is slightly higher than that on the
ICSD. This is related to the aforementioned gap of 12.3
percentage points between train and test accuracy and can be
attributed to differences between the synthetic and ICSD
distribution of crystals. This will be discussed in detail in the
next section. It is surprising to see that the dependence on
crystallite sizes is rather weak, as smaller crystallite sizes result
in broader peaks (see Scherrer equation, eqn (1)), potentially
making the classication harder due to more peak overlaps.

In summary, the maximum ICSD test accuracy of 79.9% that
we achieved using the ResNet-101 model almost reaches the
previously reported11 81.14% for the space group classication.
However, our accuracy is based on a train–test split based on
structure types, in contrast to a random split. This creates
a much harder but also realistic task to solve since the model
Digital Discovery
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needs to generalize to other structure types without merely
recognizing diffractograms or structure types that it has already
seen during training. This becomes especially apparent from
our experiment directly trained on diffractograms from ICSD
crystals with the split based on structure types, which reached
only 56.1% instead of the previously reported11 81.14%.

3.2.1 Experimental results. To go beyond simulated dif-
fractograms, we trained ResNet-50 models on calculated dif-
fractograms with background, noise, and impurities and
applied the trained models to the RRUFF mineral database. Our
results (see Fig. S3 in the ESI†) show that it is essential to
include impurity phases in the training data. By doing so, we
obtain a top-1 accuracy of 25.2% and a top-10 accuracy of over
60%. This is of high practical relevance since having a short list
of potential space groups is oen sufficient as a rst step to
further renement and analysis.

Vecsei et al. performed similar experiments of space group
classication on the same database. Using an ensemble of 10
fully connected neural networks, they reached a classication
accuracy of 54%.14 While our obtained accuracy is signicantly
lower, our approach is much more general: In contrast to our
approach, the training dataset was based on simulated dif-
fractograms of structures of the ICSD,14 which contains almost
all RRUFF structures, leading to high similarities of training
and test data. Therefore, the model needed to simply recognize
the minerals, instead of directly inferring the space group using
the symmetry elements - as our method needs to do.

We want to emphasize that our efforts to apply the meth-
odology to experimental data are only preliminary. We expect
improved results with an improved data generation protocol
since the procedure contains many parameters to be tuned.
Ideally, one would use a generative machine learning approach
to add the experimental effects (noise, background, impurities)
to the pure diffractograms. We also want to point out that the
noise level and quality of data in the RRUFF dataset are limited.
Application of the presented methodology to other experi-
mental datasets is desirable. As discussed above, for the clas-
sication of pure diffractograms we observed the ResNet-50 to
have the best cost–benet ratio, since the ResNet-101 yielded
only slight improvements. For the more complicated problem
of classifying diffractograms with experimental imperfections,
bigger models and longer training times might be necessary.

Next to improving the modeling of experimental imperfec-
tions and therefore the overall accuracy on experimental data,
the practical application of deep neural networks for analyzing
powder diffractograms yields further challenges that we want to
discuss. Since experimental setups differ, e.g., concerning the
used wavelength, a different 2q step size, or a different 2q range,
a new neural network would need to be trained for each situa-
tion. Since our largest model requires a signicant computa-
tional investment, this might not be feasible in all situations.
Arguably, though, for large high-throughput experiments, the
11 day training of a ResNet-50 should not be unreasonable,
especially if it can speed up the data analysis signicantly and
allow in-loop adaptive experimentation. For smaller setups,
where this is not feasible, other solutions must be found. First,
one can use a form of transfer learning from a pre-trained
Digital Discovery
model to ne-tune to the desired experimental setup. This,
however, would only work for a change in wavelength, since
a change in step size or 2q range would change the input
dimensions of the network. However, to handle a change in the
2q range, it might be possible to include a form of zero-masking
in the synthetic training data, such that different input ranges
(with zeros where no measurement was made) can be used,
which would lead to a more exible model, not requiring new
training data when applied to a new 2q range. For a change in
the step size, a cubic spline interpolation might be helpful. We
plan to address these challenges in future work.

Furthermore, analysis of the loss value or gradient norm
associated with particular samples, i.e. crystal structures,
during training on synthesis crystals or during transfer learning
from synthetic to experimental data can help to better under-
stand the relevance and informativeness of given samples for
the model. This can help in generating more relevant synthetic
data based on experimental crystal structures that are under-
represented in the synthetic data distribution.
3.3 Differences between synthetic crystals and ICSD crystals

We showed that training directly on crystals from the ICSD
yields a gap between the training and test accuracy due to
overtting. The training on the synthetic dataset also shows
a gap between the training and test accuracy (see Table 1), but it
is smaller than when training directly on ICSD crystals.
Furthermore, this gap is not due to overtting, since overtting
to singular diffractograms is not possible when the model is
trained using an innite stream of generated synthetic crystals.
The gap rather stems from systematic differences between the
synthetic and ICSD distribution of crystals.

To analyze those differences, we created three modications
of the ICSD test dataset (see ESI Section S3† for details). In the
rst modication, the fractional coordinates of the atoms in the
asymmetric unit of the crystals of the ICSD test dataset were
randomly uniformly resampled (as in the synthetic crystal
generation algorithm). In the second modication, the lattice
parameters were randomized following the kernel density esti-
mate used in the synthetic generation algorithm. The third
modication combines both previous modications, i.e. both
the coordinates and the lattice parameters were resampled.
These three modied test datasets bring the ICSD test dataset
closer to the distribution used for training and let us quantify
which factors contribute to the gap between training on
synthetic crystals and testing on the ICSD.

We evaluated the test accuracies on the randomized datasets
for the experiment using the ResNet-101 model trained using
synthetic crystals. We found that randomizing the coordinates
yields an increase in test accuracy of 4.89 percentage points.
Randomizing the lattice parameters results in an increase of
0.79 percentage points. Randomizing both the coordinates and
the lattice parameters leads to an increase of 5.70 percentage
points, explaining almost half of the gap of 12.3 percentage
points between synthetic training and ICSD test accuracy.

So far, we have randomized the lattice parameters and
coordinates of the test dataset, such that they follow
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 6 Classification error for each bin of (a) the unit cell volume (conventional cell settings) and (b) the number of atoms in the asymmetric unit.
The reported classification performance is based on the ResNet-101 model trained on diffractograms from synthetic crystals. This visualization
clearly shows the error rate within each bin, in contrast to Fig. 4, which additionally includes the relative proportion of the crystals of the
respective bin to the total amount of crystals.

‡ Setting them to small non-zero values typically leads to the generation of rather
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a distribution that is based on the statistics extracted from the
statistics dataset. However, this does not take into account the
different Wyckoff position occupation probabilities between the
test and statistics datasets. For this, we repeated a similar
analysis, for which we applied the randomizations to the
statistics dataset rather than the test dataset. Without any
modications, testing on the statistics dataset instead of the
test dataset yielded 3.89 percentage points higher accuracy. This
can be explained by slight differences in the overall statistics
between the test and statistics datasets. Randomizing the
coordinates yields a further increase of 4.72 percentage points,
randomizing the lattice 1.16 percentage points, and random-
izing both the coordinates and the lattice parameters 6.68
percentage points. In total, testing on the statistics dataset with
randomized coordinates and lattice parameters yields a 10.57
percentage points higher accuracy than on the unmodied test
dataset. This almost completely explains the gap of 12.3
percentage points between the training accuracy on synthetic
crystals and the test accuracy on the ICSD. The remaining part is
likely due to our algorithm that places atoms on Wyckoff posi-
tions not reproducing the ICSD distribution exactly. However,
the remaining difference is remarkably small.

In Fig. 6 we show the test classication error in each bin for
the unit cell volume and the number of atoms in the asym-
metric unit using the ResNet-101 model trained on diffracto-
grams of synthetic crystals. The classication error is shown
both for testing on diffractograms from synthetic crystals and
on ICSD diffractograms. One can see that for small volumes and
a small number of atoms in the asymmetric unit, the difference
between classifying ICSD diffractograms and diffractograms
from synthetic crystals is relatively small. As the volume and
number of atoms in the asymmetric unit increase, the gap
between the two errors increases, too. We already identied the
uniformly sampled atom coordinates in the synthetic distribu-
tion as the main contributor to the gap in accuracy between the
synthetic crystals and ICSD crystals. Therefore, it seems that the
uniform sampling of atom coordinates works well for small
number of atoms in the asymmetric unit and small volumes,
while the error due to this sampling strategy increases slightly
for higher volumes and higher number of atoms in the asym-
metric unit.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
When looking at the distribution of crystals in the ICSD, the
number of atoms in the asymmetric unit tends to be larger for
lower-symmetry space groups (for example, in the triclinic
crystal system) than for higher-symmetry space groups such as
those from the cubic crystal system. Therefore, the increasing
test error on diffractograms from ICSD crystals with a higher
number of atoms in the asymmetric unit is especially relevant
for these lower-symmetry space groups. It might be possible
that a different scheme of generating atom positions in the unit
cell (compared to the independent uniform sampling that we
used) works better for a high number of atoms in the asym-
metric unit.

Overall, it is important to note that the distribution of ICSD
crystals is (apart from a few Wyckoff position occupation
probabilities which are exactly zero in the statistics dataset‡)
almost completely encompassed by the much larger distribu-
tion of synthetic crystals that we used for training. However, due
to nite training times and model capacity, a performance gap
remains. This gap can be improved by using (substantially)
more computing power or by narrowing the very general
synthetic distribution, e.g., by using a different algorithm to
generate atom positions. This indicates an inherent challenge
in XRD classication but more generally in materials property
prediction: Machine learning models are ultimately trained to
be employed in real-world tasks, which are typically related to
novel, i.e. yet unseenmaterials and structures. At the same time,
the machine learning models are tested based on an IID
assumption, i.e. the assumption that the distribution of
training and testing data is the same. While not being
a contradiction in the limit of innite training data and model
capacity, this becomes an (unsolvable) challenge in reality,
when facing nite datasets and models. In our case, our model
trained on a large distribution of synthetic crystal structures will
likely generalize better to completely new crystal structures
different from any crystal structure contained in the ICSD
database. At the same time, it suffers from smaller ICSD test set
errors, even though the ICSD distribution is contained in the
synthetic data generation distribution.
large unit cells, as the general Wyckoff positions have high multiplicities.
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4 Conclusion

We developed an algorithm based on the symmetry operations
of the space groups to generate synthetic crystals that follow the
distribution found in the ICSD database in terms of general
descriptors like volume, density, or types of elements. The
generated crystals have randomly sampled coordinates and
span a wide range of structure types, many of which do not
appear in the ICSD. We showed that, compared to using ICSD
crystals directly, simulating the training data based on the
synthetic crystals can improve the performance of tasks that
extract structural information from powder diffractograms, in
this case, the space group. The more general dataset that also
contains unstable structures helps to classify unseen stable
crystal structures.

We trained on an innite on-the-y generated stream of
synthetic crystals and simulated batches of diffractograms
using a distributed framework based on the Python library
Ray.25 This allows the training of very large networks without
overtting. The best-performing model (ResNet-101)
reached a space group classication accuracy of 79.9% vs.
56.1% when training on ICSD structures directly. By per-
forming the train–test split using the structure type, we
forced our models to not just recognize structure types or
individual structures, but to actually learn rules to distin-
guish different space groups by their symmetry elements.
This shows the true generalization capabilities to new
structure types and novel classes of materials. We also
demonstrated rst steps toward applying the presented
methodology to an experimental dataset. We expect further
improvements in this area using improved models of
experimental imperfections, as well as larger ML models and
longer training times.

Even though models trained on the synthetic distribution
transfer well when tested on ICSD crystals, we found a gap of
12.3 percentage points (ResNet-101) between the training
accuracy on synthetic crystals and test accuracy on the ICSD. We
showed that the main contribution to this gap stems from the
independently uniformly sampled atom coordinates. An
improved approach may be needed to articially generate more
ordered structures, which contain more ordered diffraction
planes than a cloud of uniformly sampled points. This might be
especially important for crystals with a high number of atoms in
the asymmetric unit.

Lastly, the developed algorithm to synthetically generate
crystals can be used for other XRD-related tasks in the future,
such as the extraction of crystallite sizes, lattice parameters,
information about the occupation of Wyckoff positions, etc.
Furthermore, instead of generating synthetic crystals of all
space groups, one can also generate crystals of given structure
types to solve more specialized tasks. This would allow the use
of very large models for tasks that are typically strongly limited
by the dataset size when using only the entries of the ICSD. Also,
tasks concerning multi-phase diffractograms or augmentations
such as strain in given crystal structures can benet from our
batch-wise online learning approach.
Digital Discovery
Data availability

The source code of all machine learning models, of the gener-
ation of synthetic crystals, of the optimized simulation of dif-
fractograms, and of the distributed computing architecture can
be found on https://github.com/aimat-lab/ML4pXRDs (v1.0).
The used machine learning models are further discussed in
detail in the ESI.† The ICSD data used to evaluate the models
(database version 2021, June 15) belongs to FIZ Karlsruhe,
from which academic and non-academic licenses are avail-
able. The RRUFF mineral database (access date: 2022, Jan 12)
for the evaluation on experimental data can be obtained from
https://rruff.info/.
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